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Career Transitions Worksheet (v) 
Athletes generally have some of the traits and skills that are highly sought after  
in the job market. However, many athletes can have trouble translating who they  
are and what they do into language that business people are familiar with. This  
worksheet is designed to assist you to understand what it is that you do now and  
how you can translate this into language that a potential employer will understand.  

The worksheet focuses on two key areas: attitude and skills. Different jobs and  
industries have different requirements therefore the following worksheet covers  
some of the most popular attitudes and skills that employers seek. This worksheet  
will assist you to think about what makes you successful as an athlete (your attitude)  
and the skills you have gained as an athlete and help you to translate these into words  
that are easily understood in the business environment. 

 
 
Attitude: what makes you successful as an athlete? 

Hire for attitude, train for skill. This is the mantra of many employers. Athletes’ are perfectly  
placed to take advantage of this in the workplace as attitude can be highly valued. Take a  
few moments to think about who you are as an athlete. When you understand what makes  
you tick, and how you work best, it will help you to also understand what will make you a  
great employee. These traits are your attitude. 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Athlete wording Business wording 

I make sure 
everything is perfect 
before an event 

I am detail-oriented 

I never give up even 
in the face of failure 

I am persistent  
and resilient 

I always do all  
the hard training I am self-disciplined 

I prepare for my 
events meticulously 

I have strong 
preparation and 
planning skills 

I seek and listen  
to feedback on  
my performance 

I seek and listen  
to feedback on  
my performance 

I help my team 
members when  
they have a problem 

I am a team player 

Athlete wording Business wording 

I can always find  
a way I am resourceful 

I study and assess 
the competition 

I do competitive 
analysis  

I am ambitious I am ambitious  

I stay focused on 
what I need to do to 
achieve my objectives 

I am committed to 
achieving my goals 

I help new athletes  
to settle into the 
team/city/school 

I am a mentor 

I will go the extra  
mile to ensure that  
I am happy with what  
I am doing 

I have pride in  
my work 
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Skills: what business skills do you already have? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attitude is an important aspect for employers but you also have a number of skills  
as an athlete that can transfer very well to the workplace. The following table will  
assist you to understand what skills you currently have and where you can develop  
new skills that will be appreciated as business skills. 

 
Athlete wording Business wording 

I make and collect contacts from all the events  
and functions I attend  Networking 

I have run a campaign to raise money to send 
me/the team to competitions and to continue to train Fundraising 

I plan my day, my week, my month and my year, 
always with an eye on my goals, so I can decide 
what is most important on a daily basis  

Time management and prioritisation 

I captained the team / I was assistant coach /  
I ran a training camp for juniors Team leadership 

I have travelled to many different countries and 
always learn something new International awareness 

I love meeting new people and am always interested 
in learning about what they are doing People skills 

 
 
 
 
 
 

I stay calm under the 
pressure of high level 
events 

I work well under 
pressure  

I am respectful of my 
coaches, team and 
peers and raise 
issues with them in 
an appropriate way 

I am respectful  
and diplomatic 

I am competitive I am competitive 

I attend many events 
and talk to children 
about being an 
athlete 

I am a role model 

I organise the team  
to ensure that we do 
what we need to do  
to be successful 

I am a leader 

I never miss  
a session I am reliable  
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After reviewing this sheet, mark with one colour the attitudes and skills that you currently  
have and use another colour to mark the attitude and skills that you could work on to improve. 
Transfer the list of attitudes and skills that you have into the notes to prepare your CV and  
transfer the notes on where you can improve into the notes on goal setting. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Athletes’ Kit 
THE IOC ATHLETE CAREER PROGRAMME 
http://www.olympic.org/athleteskit 

I have a very good understanding of strengths and 
weaknesses and know how to use my strengths to 
my advantage 

Networking 

I analyse all my competitions and competitors,  
I collect their data and assess where their strengths 
and weaknesses are 

Fundraising 

I write in my blog on a weekly basis and prepare a 
lot of funding documents and sponsorship proposals Time management and prioritisation 

I often explain what I do to children and people  
not involved in my sport in a way that they can 
understand what it is I do - I see myself as a 
spokesperson for my sport 

Team leadership 

I work on the internet all the time and have a number 
of different applications that I use on a daily basis International awareness 

I talk to the local schools about what I do and how  
I became an athlete and speak at my sponsors 
events 

People skills 

I assess my own data and that of other athletes  
on a regular basis Numeracy 




